
 

 
 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Dear Premier & Minister, 

Re: Native Vegetation Regulations 

I grew up in outback Western areas of New South Wales, and have had the experience 
of hunting kangaroos when their numbers had expanded to a point when they were a 
menace to their own continued survival and the wellbeing of stations. I think there are 
circumstances in which hunting is neccessary, however the possible destruction of 
forests and woodlands will denude a sensitive environment. The legislation proposed 
by the Shooters and Fishers party will destroy their own past time as well as 
potentially denude the sensitive environment of New South Wales. Should you and 
your party support this, then you may well be remembered for an act of senseless 
destruction. You are more intelligent than that. Please don't do it!  

Our state's native vegetation provides essential environmental, social and economic 
benefits, including protecting water quality, maintaining soil health and providing 
wildlife habitat for threatened species. 

I am strongly opposed to the government's proposal to allow clearing, thinning and 
burning of large areas of native vegetation without assessment and approval by a 
Catchment Management Authority. These activities will have a serious impact on the 
environment, and should not be classified as 'routine agricultural management 
activities'. 

The changes proposed in the draft Native Vegetation Regulation will place large areas 
of native vegetation at risk. The proposal to allow clearing of invasive native species 
and thinning of native vegetation without advice and approval from a CMA has the 
potential to result in the loss of hundreds of thousands of hectares of native 
vegetation. I am also opposed to proposals to weaken offset rules and facilitate 
clearing of paddock trees and small patches in cultivation. 

I am deeply alarmed by news that the Shooters and Fishers Party intend to introduce 
legislation to repeal the Native Vegetation Act 2003. We cannot afford to return to the 
era of broadscale land clearing, when millions of hectares of forests and woodlands 
were destroyed. The government must uphold strong native vegetation laws so that 
we don’t return to the unsustainable practices of the past. 

We need stronger laws to protect for our wildlife and native vegetation, not weaker 
ones. I urge you to maintain the environmental protections in our native vegetation 
regulations, and to vigorously oppose any move to repeal the Native Vegetation Act 
2003. 


